THE LAST DAYS OF JACK SPARKS – Jason Arnopp

‘If you think you know what the hell is going on,
you’re probably full of shit.’
Robert Anton Wilson
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FOREWORD by Alistair Sparks

At the centre of the house in which my late brother
Jacob and I grew up, there was a black hole.
That’s what we called it. In reality, it was a small
room born of inexplicable architectural design. A
roughly square space, right in the middle of a
suburban Suffolk bungalow. No lights, windows or
ventilation. No bigger than two department store
changing rooms pushed together. Three doors led in
and out.
Our mother made a virtue of this pointless junction
box, as was her way, and hammered a coat-rack to
one of the walls in there. So it became the cloak
room.
Jacob, who would rise to fame and infamy as Jack
Sparks, shared my instinctive fear of the word ‘cloak.’
Cloaks covered people, rendering them sinister, and
so our dread of that room deepened. Calling it ‘the
black hole’ had actually made it less intimidating.
Something which science could explain.
The cloak room was a place we took special
measures to avoid. We would take the long route
around every time ― anything rather than having to
enter that stale pocket of black. As you hurried
through, your pulse would gallop. You’d gasp or even
cry out as you mistook a prickle on the nape of your
neck for the cold, stale breath of the dead and gone.
The incident happened one Saturday in the
summer of 1983, when Jacob was aged five, four
years my junior. As with all siblings there was some
rivalry between us, but brotherly harmony was the
norm. We would climb trees, ride bikes, play football.
Then we would lean against each other as we limped
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home, after accidents which tended to involve trees,
bikes or football.
This incident was born of pure childish innocence,
but feels unexpectedly relevant here, in a book to
which I never dreamt I would contribute. I really feel
it sheds light on my brother’s nature and, I’m sorry to
say, his severe downward spiral.

Most of the windows were open that day. Outside,
hot air rippled. Our mother was in the garden,
stretched out on a reclining lounger which
occasionally broke and made her swear so loudly
that our neighbours complained. She had one of her
suspense novels, a pack of Silk Cuts and her usual
lack of sun cream.
Jacob was absorbed with a toy car, whooshing it
across the dining room floor, his face flushed.
Seizing my chance for a bit of mutual fun, I stalked
around the house and jammed all but one of the
cloak room’s doors shut, dragging furniture to create
blockades. The architect had at least thought to
make these doors open outwards.
I peered out through the kitchen window and saw
Mum dozing, the book splayed on her belly. Then I
told Jacob we were going to play a game.
He, I explained, would be a ghost-hunter. And I
would be a ghost, chasing him. The rules of the
game were simple. I would pursue him around the
house. He had to try and pass through the black hole
three times without being grabbed and turned into a
ghost himself.
Jacob looked uncertain. ‘If I’m a ghost hunter, why
am I running?’
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‘’Cause you’ve met me,’ I told him. ‘I’m a ghost
that’s too big and evil to deal with.’
He thought this over, then to my relief accepted it.
The trap was set.
Jacob ran whooping ahead of me as I waved my
arms about, made spooky noises and restricted my
speed so as not to catch him. Making a beeline for
the exact cloak room door I’d planned, he raced
across the length of the dining room and bolted into
the black.
Sprinting to catch up, almost slipping over, I
slammed the door shut on him. Then I gripped the
handle tightly with both hands, the muscles in my
arms taut with anticipation.
There was a muffled thump as Jacob tried to exit
through one of the other doors, only to find it
impossible. His voice was indistinct, as if piped down
a bad phone line.
‘Hey! It won’t...’
His voice trailed away as he tried another door.
Another thump and this time just a bewildered cry.
The blood thundered in my head as I squeezed that
door handle, ready for the assault which began in
seconds. When Jacob wrenched it, only to encounter
the perceptibly imperfect force of human resistance,
his voice became charged with fear.
‘Ali, stop it! Ali!’
There was no chance of our mother hearing and
yet Jacob’s pitch rose along with his volume.
Sometimes he would abandon his vain attempts to
open the door, only to suddenly try again in the hope
of surprising me. Or I would hear the whumphs as he
slammed himself against one of the other doors,
yelling for Mum. Still, I did not relent. Since he didn’t
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sound terrified and was not crying, I felt confident he
too would see the funny side when I released him.
Then those calls from inside the cloak room
stopped dead.
Biceps burning, I twisted around and leant heavily
back against the door. While watching flies chase
each other, I listened hard.
I listened for what felt like a long time.
Nothing.
The sense of fun began to fade.
‘Don’t worry,’ I called in through the thick wood. ‘I’ll
let you out now, okay?’
I laughed, lightly.
There was no reply.
Despite standing in a room flooded with sunlight, I
began to feel uneasy. Against all odds, I creeped
myself out.
A sly, arcane image snuck unbidden into my mind.
I pictured Jacob transformed, inside that room.
In my head, he now stood wearing a cloak, with
hollow darkness where his face should be.
I became convinced that this spectral monk who
was once my brother now stood silently waiting for
me to see him. When I opened the door, I decided,
he would lurch out of the room. He would tear off my
limbs, one by one, laughing as he did so.
‘Jakey?’ I called out.
Still nothing.
‘Jacob?’
My heart, which had thumped so excitedly only
moments beforehand, now felt like it was banging on
a door, wanting out.
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I felt sick with worry about what had happened to
my brother.
About what he had become in that unknowable
space.
Seconds later, I saw it all coming out from under
the door.
The purpose of my anecdote is certainly not to lend
further ammunition to my online trolls, who
nonsensically hold me responsible for the direction
which Jacob’s life took. I merely seek to offer a
glimpse of his formative years, as a child who reacted
in an unusually extreme manner to an otherwise
harmless prank. On that front, at least, my
conscience is clear. I also felt it prudent to present
my side of this story, given that my brother also
includes it in this book. He will pick up the story later,
but sadly tells an exaggerated version, employing far
less honesty than I.

Despite the suffocating media coverage which
followed my brother’s untimely death at the age of
thirty-six, the casual reader may be unaware of his
achievements.
As a child, I had wanted to work in entertainment,
but became a scientist. Conversely, Jacob had often
spoken of ambitions within science, but of course
became a writer and media personality. His first step
along that road was a work experience placement at
the New Musical Express in 1996. I can still smile
when I think of the phone call I received from this
cocky eighteen-year-old upstart, telling me, ‘I’m in!’
The NME had commissioned him to write his first
published record review. Jack knew his music, even
if it wasn’t to my taste. Come our teens, it would be
The Sex Pistols, Motörhead and The Sisters Of
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Mercy blaring out of his den, while mine played host
to a bit of Pet Shop Boys.
He quickly changed his name, thinking Jack Sparks
cooler. I was snowed under with my degree in
biochemistry, but was pleased my brother showed
signs of fulfilling my own earlier dream.
From work experience onwards, Jack left Mum and
myself in Suffolk to move to London’s Camden Town,
burrowing tenaciously into the business. During his
twenties he excelled himself, hopping back and forth
across the Atlantic. While unable to catch many
issues of the NME at the time ― although I often
asked Jack for copies ― I gathered that his direct
interviewing technique and unflinching opinions
generated debate among readers. This polarising
effect would continue when Jack sought horizons
beyond the musical ghetto.
His first non-fiction book, Jack Sparks On A Pogo
Stick (Erubis Books, 2010), seemed ostensibly lighthearted, as he travelled from Land’s End to John
O’Groats on the titular device. But since Jack was
unable to use motorways during his journey, it was
also a fascinating study of the bygone curiosities to
be found on British roads less travelled.
Jack Sparks On Gangs (Erubis, 2012) saw him
dive headlong into choppier waters, perhaps as a
result of the first book’s mixed reviews. I had my
concerns about my brother mixing with London’s
most violent gangs and documenting his discoveries,
but of course there was no use in pressing such
points with Jack.
Gangs won the Sara Thornwood Prize. It was
undeniably insightful and broadened my own views
on gang culture, both in Britain and America. Around
this time, Jack established himself as a prominent
atheist and began to make guest appearances on UK
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TV panel shows like Never Mind The Buzzcocks,
Would I Lie To You? and Shooting Stars.
Jack’s third book was his most divisive to date.
The title alone of Jack Sparks On Drugs (Erubis,
2014) ensured plenty of free publicity, but the concept
was for my brother to try every drug under the sun
and document his experiences. I was very much
against him doing it and our relationship fell on stony
ground as a result of this and other matters at the
time. It didn’t help that drugs had made Jack more
difficult and headstrong than ever. Our parting of
ways ― even after he entered rehab, that summer ―
is something I shall always regret.

I am only too aware that Jack’s final book, which he
originally intended to be called Jack Sparks On The
Supernatural, has been controversial from the
moment its release was announced.
I have now experienced every conceivable online
attack on me, including direct threats on my life and
my family’s lives. One troll even turned up on our
doorstep one night, armed with a meat cleaver. She
is now behind bars.
While there has been considerable support for this
book, many have called for it to be banned. To some,
the book must feel like a cold, cynical and rather
distasteful cash-in on my part, especially as Jack had
no dependants. I’ve stated this on social media
several times, but such words are easily lost amid the
deafening hubbub ― a portion of my own fee will be
divided between prominent motor neurone disease
charities around the world. I have absolutely no
desire to profit from my brother’s death, which I am
still coming to terms with. Working on this book has
been deeply cathartic. Jack’s editor of five years,
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Eleanor Rosen, has been nothing but
accommodating throughout, while standing up to me
where necessary.
We are fortunate indeed that my brother always
wrote his books during the process of researching
them. While others might squirrel away a horde of
recorded interviews, thoughts and scribbled notes,
electing to deal with them all together at the end,
Jack wanted to get it down. He hated interview
transcription and so dealt with that workload in
chunks as he went.
While co-editing this book, Eleanor and I have
corrected only small, inconsequential typos and
errors, while vitally retaining the format and feel of
Jack’s writing, especially in the book’s second half
when it becomes very different. Dividing the book
into two sections was our own decision. To her
eternal credit, Eleanor supported my push to retain
Jack’s written notes directed at her, which are
peppered throughout his text.
I extend my heartfelt gratitude and condolences to
the families of the deceased, who mostly gave
permission for their loved ones’ true identities to be
used. Other names have been changed. Believe
me, the decision to publish Jack Sparks On The
Supernatural in its entirely uncensored form was in
no way taken lightly and I know how very difficult it is
for the bereaved to read accounts of such
horrendous events. Yet I also hope this book may
yield some form of closure and put an end to
unhelpful internet speculation – not least concerning
the nature of my brother’s death.
I would like to thank my beautiful wife Chloe and
our children Sophie and Xanna for their incredible
support.
How I wish Jack had never attended that exorcism.
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How I wish he had never laid eyes on that YouTube
video.
Rest in peace, my brother, and please know that I
forgive you.
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Alistair: ‘Jack’s former agent Murray Chambers has
supplied me with this email exchange, which began
the day after my brother attended the exorcism in
Italy.’

Date: November 1, 2014
From: Jack Sparks
Subject: RE: RE: My new book!
To: Murray Chambers (The Chambers Agency)
Murray. Why the fuck would Erubis need to see
30,000 words of this book, “before going ahead”?
We’re still under contract with them – and eight
weeks after it came out, On Drugs might as well be
NAILED to the Top 10s!
Did they not actually read my proposal paragraph?
An exorcist, a possessed girl, a scary YouTube
video... a fucking mystery. A mission!
Does Bill Bryson have to write 30,000 words before
he can sell his latest book which he’s written all about
himself? Of course he doesn’t and neither should I.
Sort it out.
J

Date: November 1, 2014
From: Murray Chambers (The Chambers Agency)
Subject: RE: RE: RE: My new book!
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To: Jack Sparks
Jack, let me refresh your memory on a few points.
(1) While writing On Drugs, you became a drug
addict.
(2) The book had to be hauled back from the brink of
disaster with a ghost writer.
(3) You phoned Erubis’ MD at home at 3am, while
coked off your face and repeatedly called him “a
huge cunt.”
That last point in particular means there are bridges
to be rebuilt. Jack Sparks On The Supernatural
might well be the fourth of the four books we signed
for, but Erubis (a) didn’t expect a book about ghosts;
and (b) need to know you’re back on the straight and
narrow. They’re jittery. I’m working on it, but sadly
we can’t rely on Eleanor sticking up for you after the
way you’ve treated her. So you need to show willing
here, mate. Write the 30K.
Mx
PS – Bryson’s books aren’t, strictly speaking, all
about himself. Yours pretty much are. (Not a
criticism, just FYI.)

Date: November 1, 2014
From: Jack Sparks
Subject: RE: RE: RE: RE: My new book!
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To: Murray Chambers (The Chambers Agency)
Fuck you Murray.
Fuck. You.
This is insane! So I had a blip. I’m still JACK
SPARKS, Murray. If anything, rehab raised my
profile even more and you know it.
I won’t write 30,000 sample words for Erubis. I won’t
even write 30. Apart from anything else, I can’t do
any more travelling without advance cash. Get them
on the phone and straighten them out.

Date: November 2, 2014
From: Murray Chambers (The Chambers Agency)
Subject: RE: RE: RE: RE: RE: My new book!
To: Jack Sparks
Okay... I’ve managed to talk them into releasing the
next part of the advance. I’ve promised them you’re
fine. I’ve personally put my neck on the block here
and I hope you appreciate that.
Just make it a great and above all, smoothly
delivered book. Also: when can I get my £500 back?
It’s been six months.
Mx
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Date: November 2, 2014
From: Jack Sparks
Subject: RE: RE: RE: RE: RE: RE: My new book!
To: Murray Chambers (The Chambers Agency)
Ha! Knew they’d see sense. Murray, this is gonna
be one hell of a book.
Let’s STORM THE HILL!
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JACK SPARKS ON THE
SUPERNATURAL

PART I
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CHAPTER ONE

Before we vanish into Satan’s gaping mouth, Bex
wants to get something straight.
Sitting beside me in a very small car, she says, ‘So
your new book’s going to be about the supernatural.
Which you don’t believe in. At all.’
‘It’s already riling people,’ I tell her. ‘Did you see
the bust-up yesterday?’
She scrunches her face. ‘Why can’t you accept
that social media isn’t a part of my life?’
‘Because I don’t believe you.’
‘Last time I looked, in about 2009, social media was
one big room full of people not listening to each other
shouting, “My life’s great!” I doubt this has changed.’
‘So why are you still on there1?’
Bex makes her frustrated, dismissive noise: the
sound of a brief, chaotic catfight. ‘I have profiles,
Jack, so old friends can catch up, but I don’t read
anything. Social media makes me think less of
people. I’d rather not know all the self-obsessed shit
in their heads.’
‘How selfish of you.’
‘Won’t this book be kind of short? Just a great big
atheist travelling ’round the world saying “Bullshit” a
lot?’
I frown at her underestimation of the concept.
‘Obviously I’m going to keep it rational. But I’ll also
keep a completely open mind. Social media’s full of
people who think ghosts are real, so I’ll give them a
1

Jack very rarely named specific social media sites in his books. According to his
agent Murray Chambers, this policy was Jack’s ‘revenge’ against sites who refused to
pay for him namechecking them – Alistair
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chance to guide me in the right direction. I’ve got this
ongoing list of hypotheses for paranormal
phenomena, which I’m calling S.P.O.O.K.S. That’s
short for–’
‘I think I can do without knowing.’
‘And when the book’s done, I can at least tell all the
mad believers, “Look, you had your chance to
convince me and you blew it”.’
‘How very magnanimous of you.’
My hopeless love for Bex intensifies when she
employs long words and sarcasm together. Longtime readers will recall her as the late-twenties fitness
instructor who I’ve known and shared a flat with too
long for anything to happen between us. They’ll also
know I’ve found it challenging to listen to her banging
men in an adjacent bedroom. This may explain why
my books tend to involve travel. (By the way, she
doesn’t bang loads of men. She’s not like that and
has been seeing a guy called Lawrence for six
months, even if he is a smarmy chinless loser. And
he is.)
I can openly discuss this love of mine, because Bex
doesn’t actually read my books. ‘Jack, I live with
you,’ she once said while we half-watched
EastEnders and fully ate Chinese food on our big fat
yellow sofa. ‘I don’t actually need to read these
books. Why would I want to relive you overdosing on
coke in our toilet?’
Apart from making the mistake of not reading my
books, Bex is the most sensible person I know. In
truth, I always seek her approval on my book ideas.
Which makes me want to win her around on this one.
A burst of power makes our very small car rattle
and hum. We roll forwards with a creak.
‘So,’ she says. ‘How was Greece?’
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‘Italy,’ I say, forced to raise my voice as people start
squealing behind us. ‘It caused the big bust-up. I did
a bad thing and got yelled at by an exorcist.’
‘On Halloween. Perfect.’
‘Then I saw this weird YouTube video.’
Bex processes all this information. As our car
gains speed, she settles on a question: ‘What video?’
‘I’ll tell you after this.’
And into the mouth we go.

So I’m deep in rural Italy, over 24 hours ago. The
first stop on my epic journey into the supernatural
world, which will see me visit a combat magician in
Hong Kong, a ??? in ???, a ??? in ??? and not to
mention a ??? in ??? (ELEANOR: I’ll fill these in later,
once I know who I’m actually meeting and where I’m
going. If I forget, you can do the honours.)
I am about to enter a church.
The ancient building sits isolated and forlorn on a
hill which becomes a sheer cliff face on one side.
Hurl a stone from up here and it vanishes halfway
down, caught by the twisted, arthritic fingers of bare
trees. This church, this stone sentinel, keeps watch
over dense woodland and clustered hills which mark
the horizon.
Inside, the church is functional, relatively bare
bones. There are still a few of the usual looming
statues calculated to intimidate and belittle, plus a
few glistening symbols of opulence and power. Yet
the most elaborate feature is the stained glass
window in the back wall, shot through with winter sun.
I always think the beauty of stained glass windows
is wasted on a church.
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Everything is so quiet and serene, you’d scarcely
credit the fact that in 90 minutes we’ll need an
ambulance.
Arriving half an hour late at 1.30pm, I barrel in
looking windswept and interesting. Eighty-year-old
Father Primo Di Stefano greets me with a stiff smile
and matching handshake. Sporting a large black
frock, he is flanked by two frosty aides, who are both
short and stocky, in black shirts and grey trousers.
The only real visual difference between these two is
that one has facial hair, so let’s call them Beard and
Beardless. I also have a handy Italian translator at
my disposal, named Tony. So he’ll be Translator
Tony, obviously. Despite his werewolf-hairy hands, a
monobrow crowning shifty brown eyes and teeth you
could ride a Kawasaki between, Tony’s the only
halfway personable guy here. We bond over a
cigarette outside, when he admires my brass Zippo.
A dull, tarnished old thing these days, but it does the
job.
Di Stefano does not run this church. To all intents
and purposes, the priest is a guest here, like me.
One of The Pope’s most trusted foot-soldiers, he is
based in Rome and has travelled many miles to
commandeer the place on a mission of mercy.
Specifically, he has come to drive the Devil out of a
thirteen-year-old girl with the use of words, gestures
and a great deal of Biblical Sturm und Drang. This
man claims to have carried out over 200 exorcisms.
As a purely incidental side effect, this has provided
him with material for a lucrative string of books
detailing his crusades. The titles include At War With
The Devil, My Lifelong Battle With The Antichrist and
of course Satan & I. That last title is my favourite,
like a wacky sit com. ‘In this week’s episode of Satan
& I, Father Di Stefano attempts to throw a house
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party for friends, only for his mischievous flatmate
Satan to slay them all while denouncing God!’
Bitterly cold winds sail up and down the aisle, as
Father Di Stefano, Translator Tony and I literally pull
up a pew for a chat. We have time to kill before the
subject of the priest’s latest ritual arrives.
Exorcism can be traced back through millennia to
the dawn of civilisation. Right from the word go, man
was all too keen to ascribe sickness, whether
physical or psychological, to evil spirits. And of
course people, from the ancient Babylonian priests
onwards, were all too keen to present themselves as
exorcists. As saviours. The most famous was
allegedly Jesus Christ, who couldn’t get enough of it.
Di Stefano considers exorcism more vital than ever
in the online age. ‘The internet,’ he tells me via Tony,
‘has made it much easier to share information, but
not always good information. People experiment with
Ouija boards and get themselves in trouble. And
then they call us, asking for help.’
This man has the lived-in face and manner of a
Mastiff dog. There is not the faintest flicker of
humour in his dark eyes. He is barely tolerating me.
His aides hover within earshot, which always irritates
me during interviews. I ask for them to move further
away, but the request is rudely ignored. I soon
discover that Di Stefano’s hearing is poor when he
wants it to be ― when I ask a challenging question,
for instance. At other times, when I say something he
wants to pounce on, his ears sharpen the hell up.
Di Stefano has granted a fair few interviews over
the years ― most notably when he’s had a new book
out ― but as far as I can tell, no journalist has been
allowed to watch him perform an exorcism. Today
feels like a concession to the modern media, a canny
PR exercise: if the church is seen to be helping
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people, they stay relevant in the eyes of the world.
And if there’s one thing religion should be worried
about these days, it’s relevance. There’s no question
that converting Jack Sparks would be quite the coup.
I can’t help but picture Di Stefano conducting an
exorcism with an entirely straight face, then bursting
into uncontrollable fits later on, the moment he shuts
his front door behind him. Just hooting at the
nonsense he gets away with on a daily basis. But
there’s undoubtedly a very serious side to all this.
After all, Di Stefano deals with often quite severely
distressed people of all ages (except babies,
seemingly. Babies are so consistently insane that it’s
hard to tell if they’re possessed, unless they start
floating about.) The lion’s share of these people
arguably suffer from some form of mental illness or
have experienced abuse.
‘That is true,’ allows Di Stefano, to my surprise.
‘Very often we realise, you know, that a person does
have a mental illness or there is some other history
there. In those cases, a demon is not to blame after
all. When this happens, of course, the person will be
sent for the correct treatment. The need for an
exorcism is actually very rare.’
‘How can you tell when an exorcism is required?’ I
ask.
Di Stefano looks down his nose at me like the rank
amateur that I am. His stare is unyielding, those
eyes dead as a cod’s. ‘You get to know the sign of a
true demonic possession,’ he says. ‘You can feel it.
The feeling is completely different.’
So far, so vague. ‘How exactly does it feel when
it’s a real demon?’ I persist.
‘The air feels... thick,’ he says, with distaste. ‘And
black, like oil. It is...’ He rubs his forefinger and
thumb together as he searches for the word. Then
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he exchanges rapid-fire Italian with Tony, who
provides the word on the tip of Di Stefano’s tongue:
‘Oppressive.’
‘Also,’ the priest continues, ‘you can see it in the
subject’s eyes. The eyes, you know, are the windows
to the soul. You can see who, or what, is living
inside.’
‘How do you know it isn’t all in your head?’ I ask.
That Mastiff face crumples. No mean feat, when
your face is already a sponsored crumple-thon. He
doesn’t enjoy this line of questioning, no doubt
because it could just as easily be applied to religion
as a whole. Still, he gamely indulges me. ‘As far as I
know, I am perfectly sane. So are my exorcist
colleagues. The things we have seen... the way
people have behaved with demons within them... this
is no make-believe.’ He gestures around the church.
‘You will see today, I think.’
‘Have you seen The Exorcist?’ I ask.
‘The movie? A long time ago. I don’t remember
too much about–’
‘Are exorcisms anything like that?’
‘Sometimes they are,’ he says wearily. As if
anticipating my next question, he adds, ‘But you
know, exorcism existed for a long time before that
movie. The movie took its... uh...’
‘Cue?’
‘Yes. The movie took its cue from exorcisms before
it. But I must say, I have seen things far more terrible
in real life.’
I lean forward, quote-hungry. ‘Could you give me
an example?’
Di Stefano recalls a middle-aged single mother in
Florence who would cry blood. Her skin turned sickly
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green and broke out in open sores. When he tried to
expel her demons in an attic room, she whispered the
Lord’s Prayer backwards as she gouged out one of
her own eyeballs with a rusty antique spoon. Di
Stefano (then a mere assistant, in the late seventies)
and his Exorcism Instructor restrained her, encased
the eye in ice and rushed her to hospital. Despite a
five-hour emergency operation, the eyeball could not
be reinstated. Still, Di Stefano claims they eventually
‘exorcised the demon’ from this woman, who was
reunited with her children.
When pushed for his very worst memory, he
reluctantly dredges up the 2009 case of a 10-year-old
boy in Milan. As the priest speaks of this boy, his fullbodied voice becomes little more than a murmur.
‘The first time I tried to exorcise him, he laughed in
my face, as he broke each of his fingers one by one.’
‘Just the fingers on one hand?’ I ask, genuinely
curious. ‘He couldn’t do both, right?’
Di Stefano glares at me, as if I’m trying to be funny.
He bows his head. ‘I could not save him. The
demons had such a firm hold. I think they wanted to
make a point, to scare me away from my life’s
mission. During exorcism number three, the boy
smashed his face against the corner of a glass table,
blood everywhere. In number five, he threatened my
nieces’ lives. He said he would cut all the skin from
their faces as I watched, then force me to eat it.’
Translator Tony pops a square of nicotine gum in
his mouth.
Di Stefano takes a moment to compose himself.
‘Two nights later, I had one of my visions.’
Ah yes, Di Stefano’s famous visions. His books are
full of them. These visions physically root him to the
spot and flood his mind with astonishing, psychic
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sights. Interestingly, he rarely seems to tell anyone
about these visions before their real-life counterparts
occur. Why, it’s almost as if he pretends to have had
the vision in retrospect.
‘In my mind, I saw the boy murder his sleeping
stepfather with a hammer, then jump out of the
window. And this actually happened, thirty minutes
later. The boy, he jump ten floors down to the busy
road. Such a terrible, terrible... People said he
screamed blasphemy as he fell.’
Satisfied I can’t come back with a smart answer to
such a grim story ― or worried I might ask for more
information about that stepfather ― he stands,
ending our cosy chat. He needs, he says, ‘to pray
and mentally prepare.’
As I leave him to kneel before the altar, I wonder
how many exorcisms actually take place in churches.
Aren’t the possessed supposed to burn up when they
walk through the door, or at least protest and writhe
around? Have these people never seen The Omen?
I open my notepad and review the S.P.O.O.K.S List
I’ve created…

THE S.P.O.O.K.S LIST (Sparks' Permanently
Ongoing Overview of Kooky Shit) (Full disclosure: I
had to ask social media’s hive mind to help with the
‘K’ word. Prior to that I only had ‘Kreepy’, which
simply wasn’t good enough.)
People claim to have witnessed supernatural
phenomena for the following reasons:
1) They're trying to deceive others
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2) They've been deceived by others

Those, then, are the only two viable explanations
as I see them, in top-down order from most to least
likely. It won’t surprise you to learn that I don’t
consider ‘Ghosts are real’ to be a viable hypothesis.
Neither can I entertain the notion that people can be
deceived by their own minds to the extent that they
‘see’ a ghost. Not without the use of LSD, anyway,
and in such cases the drug is clearly the mother of
total delusion. I should know this better than most,
after the incident with the dive-bombing spidergeese2.
What I’ll be looking to do, both here today and
throughout this book, is to fit everything I see to one
of the two explanations above. Should neither of
them fit, I’ll potentially add a third explanation to the
list.
That’s highly unlikely, I’m saying, but let’s get stuck
in.

Thirteen-year-old Maria Corvi arrives on foot,
alongside her fifty-something mother Maddelena.
The frigid Halloween air converts their breath to
vapour. They live somewhere off in all those
forbidding woods, which offer few helpful footpaths.
During the last hour-and-a-half of my drive out here, I
saw neither towns nor villages ― just the occasional
rundown cottage or cabin set far back from recklessly
winding dirt roads. If this little church ever served a
2

Jack Sparks On Drugs (Erubis Books, 2014), p.146 - Alistair
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bustling community then such a thing has long since
dissolved.
At first sight Maria doesn’t strike me as demonic.
Neither is she all cute-as-a-button smiley like Linda
Blair’s Exorcist character Regan MacNeil, who was
one year younger. Maria Corvi radiates the sullen
nonchalance of your typical teenager who’s doing her
best to mask fear. Look closer and you see that, like
her mother, Maria is quietly desperate. The pair are
decked out in the same plain, practical blue smocks
and boots they wear for their work as farm labourers.
Maria is pretty and worryingly thin. Gaunt too, and
those dark-ringed eyes suggest sleepless nights.
Her unwashed black hair hangs halfway down her
back.
Apart from a splash of grey up top, Maddelena is
so self-evidently Maria’s mother that they could be
nesting Russian dolls.
I watch Maria carefully as she crosses the
threshold into the church. Her flesh does not burn
and she does not shriek. She does, however, bring a
hand up to her throat and swallow hard, as if resisting
the urge to be sick. Catching my eye awkwardly,
almost shyly, she looks away and continues with her
mother towards Di Stefano as if nothing had
happened.
The priest greets Maria and Maddelena by
launching into a formal speech in Italian. It reminds
me of company reps who read legal tedium over the
phone, while you play Candy Crush and say ‘Yes’
every thirty seconds. It’s very clearly reconfirmed, no
doubt partly for my information, that Maria and her
mother have agreed to this rite. The Church,
stresses Di Stefano, would only force such a thing on
someone if they had harmed others or were deemed
to be at risk of doing so.
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‘Please do not be afraid,’ Di Stefano tells the
women. ‘Today, Maria, you will be free of the
negativity which has no business within you.’ I later
learn that ‘negativity’ is a euphemism which the
Church often employs. They claim it helps to avoid
leading the subject through the power of suggestion.
Which seems unusually sensible of them.
Maria nods, her expression neutral. I can’t tell
whether she believes in this stuff, or is going through
the motions for her mother’s sake. Did Maddelena
find an Ozzy Osbourne album on Maria’s iPod and
hurriedly dial The Vatican’s 1-800-DEVILCHILD
hotline?
Di Stefano briefly explains why I’m present. Then
he leads Maria to the strip of dusty floor which
passes in front of the altar. Her mother signs legal
papers handed to her by Beard (oh yes, legal papers
― the church likes being sued about as much as any
other multinational corporation.) Then he and
Beardless usher her, along with me and Translator
Tony, to our designated pew five rows back from the
front.
Maddelena chews what’s left of her fingernails
while Tony translates her. ‘I know this has to be
done. But... she is my baby, you know? I do not
understand. Why has Satan chosen her?’
It doesn’t seem the right time to tell her Satan
doesn’t exist. Or indeed ask if, you know, Maria
might just be your average teenager who seems a bit
nuts ― especially against the backdrop of a quiet
rural expanse like this. Instead, I ask what led
Maddelena to hire an exorcist.
‘Maria started to sleep-walk,’ she says, never
taking her eyes off her daughter as Di Stefano gives
Maria a final briefing in hushed tones. ‘Or at least I
thought she was sleep-walking. In the middle of the
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night I found her standing outside our home, at the
edge of the clearing...’
Maddelena flicks her eyes around the church
before continuing. ‘She was naked, in the freezing
cold. I thought she was asleep, but she turned her
head when I spoke. Her eyes were wide open and...
her eyes were on me. I say to her, ‘Maria, please
wake up’. And she smiled. I’d never seen a crazy
smile on her face like that. She say to me, “I am
awake”. And then...’
Maddelena looks set to cry, but steels herself.
When she lowers her voice. Translator Tony follows
suit. ‘And then... Maria slapped my face and said,
“You wake up, you Christ-loving whore, before I rip
out your fucking heart”.’
After that night, Maria’s nocturnal wanderings
escalated. Maddelena claims she tried locking both
of the house’s external doors and hiding the keys, but
still her daughter managed to break out. One night,
Maddelena and a search party of friends found Maria
one mile away from home, in the dead of night. She
was writhing around, naked again, covered in the
blood of a deer which she’d slain with a butcher’s
knife taken from the kitchen.
‘She was laughing when we found her,’ says
Maddelena with a shudder. ‘After that, I felt so lost. I
knew that only the Church could help with something
like this. The old pastor who owns this church helped
me make contact with Father Di Stefano in Rome.
The good father sent an assistant to meet Maria, then
it was decided that a blessing would be best.’
Another euphemism, there. It’s so much easier to
agree to a ‘blessing’ than an ‘exorcism.’ When I ask
if Maddelena ever considered medical help for her
daughter, her face suggests that she trusts doctors
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and science about as much as I trust priests and
religion.
‘If this does not work, then maybe...’ she says, as if
that really would be the last resort.

I’m unprepared for the transformation of Maria Corvi.
I just didn’t expect this skinny kid to have it in her.
Sitting on a simple, creaky wooden chair in front of
the altar, she appears withdrawn but compliant, her
head bowed, hands clasped on her lap. The only
small sign of any real emotion in Maria comes when
she glances over at her mother. I would place good
money on it being a look of resentment. A look which
says, ‘Happy now? I’m doing it.’
Maria’s mother doesn’t seem to interpret this look
the same way. She smiles back encouragingly and
wrings her bony hands in anticipation, as if her
daughter is about to audition for The X Factor.
Father Di Stefano stands before Maria, an ancient,
leather-bound Bible spread across his palms. Beard
and Beardless position themselves at either far side,
hands behind their backs.
Di Stefano reads interminable passages from the
book. His words echo darkly around the ceiling.
Maria looks embarrassed, as if wondering what she’s
supposed to do. It’s weirdly hypnotic. Thanks to a
late night out in Rome, my eyes begin to lose focus
and I drift into a dreamlike state...
Maria’s whole body goes electric-shock rigid. Her
eyes bulge and her hands and feet shoot out in all
directions. I can’t see her toes from here, but her
trembling fingers are spread wide. Maria holds this
bizarre position for no more than one second before
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the chair beneath her gives way, breaking with a loud
crack.
Maria falls to the ground, her back arching
awkwardly over the pile of broken wood, her body
limp. I shake my head, disappointed that the allpowerful Church has resorted to age-old slapstick
ruses like sawing halfway through chair legs, in order
to jazz things up. Coming next: Maria and Di Stefano
attempt to carry a piano up a tall flight of steps, with
amusing consequences.
Beside me Maddelena gasps, a rosary gripped tight
in one hand, the beads fit to burst. Beard and
Beardless dash in and examine the lifeless girl, while
carefully removing the pieces of chair from beneath
her. They return to the side-lines: twin roadies who
scurried on to fix a rogue microphone stand during a
gig.
Di Stefano switches his attention from the Bible to
the prone teenager. ‘I am speaking directly to the
spirit which dwells within Maria Corvi,’ he says.
‘Speak your name, before I have cause to do so
myself.’
On the word ‘myself’, something dramatic happens.
Something which, I’ll admit, is harder to explain than
the magical breaking chair.
As a kid, I owned what’s generally referred to as a
‘thumb puppet.’ A small wooden donkey standing on
a cylindrical base, its tiny constituent parts joined by
string. When you pushed your thumb up inside this
base, it made the donkey collapse. On the
withdrawal of your thumb, the donkey would spring
back up into its former rigid state.
Maddelena cries out in shock as Maria Corvi
springs up from the church floor like my donkey used
to. Her heels remain on the ground, but the rest of
her rises fast as if hoisted by some invisible pulley
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system. Unlike my donkey, Maria remains loose.
Her body appears boneless. Eyes shut, she drifts
from side to side as if underwater. I stand and peer
over the pews, spotting that she’s up on her tiptoes.
It doesn’t seem possible for a human being to
achieve this stance, or at least for them to maintain it
for so long. Her centre of gravity is not so much off
as non-existent. The magician David Blaine would
take notes.
Father Di Stefano, of course, is not fazed. He’s
seen all this stuff many times before. Truth be told,
he invented this stuff. Because as he repeats his
exhortations for the evil within Maria to speak its
name, the truth really hits me. Remember Jim
Carrey’s character in The Truman Show ― the guy
who discovers the world around him is artificial? All
of this is one big set-up, for my benefit. It’s a feeling
journalists will know well on a smaller scale: the
sense that you’re no longer a non-influential observer
of events, but instead the spark which brought them
about.
If Maria Corvi isn’t an actual actress, then she and
her mother have surely agreed that she will become
one, no doubt in exchange for a better life.
(ELEANOR: Please don’t kick off about libel here. I
really can’t be dealing with another debate like the
one about Katy Perry and the bag of... well, you
know.) The arrangement of the pews and the space
before the altar resembles audience and stage, with
stage managers Beard and Beardless lurking in the
wings. After all, what has the church always been
about, if not an audience flocking to watch a
performance? And of course here I am, hemmed in
several rows back ― all the better to stop me seeing
this propaganda display from the wrong angles.
Maria’s eyelids flick open, revealing that her eyes
now swim with some cunningly-applied yellow dye.
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Nice touch. She’s still up on her tippy-toes and I now
suspect her conveniently oversized work-smock
harbours some kind of body harness. Her lips stretch
back over her teeth to form a sickly grin. When she
speaks, her voice is lilting and child-like, in direct
contrast to her words. ‘You cock-sucking prick,’ she
tells the priest, thereby fulfilling the minimum postFriedkin quota of fellatio-mentions during an
exorcism. Translator Tony lowers his voice
reverentially as he continues to whisper her words in
English: ‘You fuck children and yet judge me?’
Maria’s laugh is slithery. If a snake could laugh, it
would sound like that.
This ‘Maria’, if that really is her name? She’s good.
To a man like Father Primo Di Stefano, child abuse
accusations, whether from entities alive or dead, are
water off a duck’s back. Delving into his robes, he
produces a sturdy, old-school wooden cross with a
Christ figurine on it.
When Di Stefano presents this trump card to Maria,
it’s as if she’s being made to look directly into the
sun. She lashes out at the priest and the cross, her
fingers cramped into claws. Di Stefano takes a step
back while Beard and Beardless hurry in to restrain
Maria, each gripping an arm. She struggles against
them with surprising force and sends Beard tumbling
to the ground.
‘Maria is ours,’ says Maria. The teenager’s voice is
now deep and throaty, but punctuated by freakish
high notes. ‘We are her blood. Her flesh, her bones,
her guts. We have freed her soul. By hurting us with
your trinkets, you only hurt her.’
Di Stefano steps back into the fray, his cross to the
fore, bellowing. ‘That is a sacrifice I’m prepared to
make, in order to secure her freedom.’
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I wonder how Maddelena feels about Di Stefano
taking that decision into his own hands. To my
consternation, she seems okay with it. Oh, hey,
she’s in on all of this anyway. Just playing along with
the script.
And so it goes on. Yellow-eyed Maria verbally
abuses Di Stefano, spits, shrieks and generally
misbehaves. Di Stefano remains devout and
steadfast. He brandishes his religious iconography
as a pepper-spray threat and mentions Jesus Christ
at least three times per minute. Translator Tony
struggles to keep up with them.
Now. Here’s the thing. It’s a universal truth that
laughter becomes more insanely delicious, the more
wrong it is.
Taboos are funny. They just are. When you’re
absolutely, definitely not supposed to laugh, that’s
when laughter is all the more potent and combustible.
As scarily inevitable as a sneeze, or an itch you just
have to scratch, no matter how demented you’ll look.
You might be sitting among heartbroken folk at a
funeral. You might be sitting behind a TV news desk,
staring into a camera and telling the world about the
latest genocide.
Or, in my case, witnessing a faux exorcism.
Surely I can’t be the only man on Earth who
considers The Exorcist a comedy. Even when I first
saw it as a child, in the late 80s, the film provoked far
more chuckles than shivers. Friedkin’s po-faced
seriousness really tickled my ribs. ‘The power of
Christ compels you!’ became something to yell at
other kids in the playground with a big grin.
As the action escalates, so does my urge to laugh
at it. This whole charade is so very deadpan that
laughter is the only sane response. Part of me needs
to laugh, in order to exorcise myself of these
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ridiculous characters. And while I’m genuinely
overcome by mirth, there’s no doubt that my laughter
will also be a statement. Because people’s enduring
belief in conveniently invisible devils makes the work
of science so much harder. It slaps a leash on
progress and encourages backward thinking.
In 2012, while appearing on a TV show in the
Dominican Republic, US magician Wayne Houchin
unexpectedly had his head set on fire by a man who
reportedly believed him a voodoo practitioner. In
2013, a YouGov poll found that over fifty per cent of
Americans believe in the Devil and exorcism. And
earlier this year, in his documentary about ‘gay
cures’, British doctor and TV presenter Christian
Jessen encountered American teenagers who
genuinely thought homosexuality was caused by
demonic infestations.
Belief in the concept of Satan possessing children
has led to murders around the world. Sometimes
these murders are deliberate: kids have been burned
and buried alive. Such things are straight out of the
Dark Ages. Other deaths have resulted from
misguided attempts to get those imagined demons
out, often by one of those maverick exorcists. In the
Philippines as recently as 2011, an anorexic girl
named Dorca Beltre starved to death during a
botched five-day exorcism.
And so we must laugh at this medieval crap. It is
our duty to do so.
My laugh explodes out of me in a great bellypumping blast, amplified by its own inappropriate
glory.

Bex is still shrieking as we bash our way out through
Satan’s mouth, which frames the entrance and exit.
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A simple ghost train transforms her into a
distressed damsel. Every single time, her frightened
koala arms grasp me as nylon cobwebs brush our
faces and gurning ghouls spring up left, right and
centre.
The Hell Hotel sits in a tangled web of gaudy light
bulbs, rollercoaster tracks and crazy crane-like rides
at the far end of Brighton Pier. When we’re both
home and need a catch-up, this is our ritual: ghost
train, then pints, then chips. I’ve checked into The
Hell Hotel more times than I have into actual hotels.
So has Bex and yet it never seems to lose that primal
power over her. I, on the other hand, simply
appreciate the ancient gear-grinding mechanics
which propel our car through darkness. This visit
feels extra-special, being our first since I got out of
rehab a few weeks back.
We stroll back along the pier’s charmingly uneven
floorboards, heading for Victoria’s Bar stationed
halfway along it. To the west, the horizon is ablaze.
Gulls soar overhead, seemingly carried against their
will by freak winds ― the kind that can jump down
your throat and steal your breath. Bex takes her wild
red corkscrew hair in both hands and reins it in with a
scrunchie.
‘I don’t think I’ve ever asked you this,’ I say. ‘I know
you’re not exactly religious, but you do think there
might be a God. So do you actually believe in
ghosts?’
‘If you accept the possibility of God, then you have
to accept the possibility of ghosts. Because you just
never know, do you?’
‘Well, that’s the thing. Thanks to science, we do
know.’
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‘How can we know what happens after death? It’s
death! The great unknown. But we can’t imagine
having no consciousness; feeling nothing forever.’
‘What do you feel while you’re asleep, though?’
‘I dream.’
‘Good for you.’ I’m about to explain the burden of
proof and the truth about so-called near-death
experiences on the operating table, when a new
urgent query consumes her: ‘Anyway: what
happened in Italy?’
I tell her about The Laugh, on the way to the pub.
Whenever Bex laughs or even smiles, she holds one
hand over her mouth because she wrongly thinks her
teeth are too big. ‘You’re a bad man. So where does
the YouTube video come into it?’
‘I’ll get to that. Give me a chance!’
‘Okay. So. You laughed during the exorcism…’
‘Yes,’ I say, revving myself up into a clickbait
headline. ‘And you’ll never believe what happened
next.’
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